Reconstructed A. T. Still Technique
Origin
Reconstructed by Richard Van Buskirk DO, from silent film footage of A. T.
Still MD, & notes by Still’s early students.
Andrew Taylor Still, the creator of osteopathy, used many different techniques in his
practice, however he did not teach technique. He taught anatomy in great detail and had
his students make up their own techniques from that.
During the 1990s, Richard L. Van Buskirk, D.O. was able to reconstruct one of Still’s
techniques from the only film footage of Still working, a ten second clip of his working
on a shoulder, and from notes from his early students. This technique is applicable to a
wide range of tissue types.
Step 1. Pretest tissue mobility locally and globally in the usual ways, relevant to
that area.
Step 2. Begin to compress* the tissue at a moderate pace. If it is a joint, compress
along the central or long axis of the joint. Compress toward end feel and maintain
this compression throughout steps 3 & 4, release the compression during step 5.
Step 3. As the tissue is compressed notice any natural tendency the tissue has to
pull in a particular direction. Gently encourage the tissue to go further in this
direction or succession of directions. Load the tissue to near end feel in these
directions, all the while maintaining the compression.
Step 4. While fully maintaining the compression, reverse the direction the tissue
was loaded following the pull in it. Make the reversal at a moderate pace allowing
time for tissue to release. Load in this opposite direction to near end feel.
Step 5. As soon as you arrive at end feel in step 4, begin to slack the compaction
at a moderate pace, and concurrent with slacking the compression move the joint
or other tissue in a circumduction timing the de-compaction to coincide with one
full circle of circumduction.
Step 6. Repeat the mobility tests used in step #1 to evaluate how much change
was made.
Note: Steps 2 - 6 may be repeated several times. However this is a shotgun
technique that will clear many, but often not all, portions of a restriction. After
three or so applications it is often useful to make more discriminate mobility
testing of the area and either re-focus this technique on remaining focal
restrictions or shift to another technique for those areas. As usual be alert to the
first signs of inflammation as a signal to stop treating this area for this day.

*Distraction may be used in place of compression, all other elements of the technique
remain the same just replace the word compression with distraction throughout.
For a fuller description of this technique with a history of its reconstruction and many examples, see:
Van Buskirk, Richard L, The Still Technique Manual, second edition, 2006 American Academy of osteopathy.

Six factors describing Functional Methods in
Reconstructed A. T. Still Technique
Force
Force applied in this technique varies from moderate to fairly high.
~ In step #2 the compaction is made at a moderated pace increasing through the range of
compression up to near end feel.
~ In step #3 force used following the tissues listening like pull is initially moderate and
increases at the end to near end feel. The compaction of the tissue in this step continues
near end feel throughout.
~ In step #4 force initially backs off from near end feel to moderate then at the other end
of the range of movement approaches end feel again. The compaction of the tissue in this
step continues near end feel throughout.
~ In step #5 the compaction into the tissue is slacked at a moderate pace ending at zero
force. Concurrent with the slacking of the compaction a circumduction is performed,
force for this starts moderate as needed to work through the load of the compaction, and
then lightens to near zero at the end.
Speed
Speed is moderate throughout. During all phases of the treatment stay alert to the release
happening in the tissue. Too fast movement would not allow the tissue to change. Too
slow movement could allow unwinding to occur which is undesirable.
Constraint
In this technique the levels of directiveness, speed and force levels are high enough there
just isn’t much possibility of client tissue directed activity. The only client tissue directed
activity is the tissue pull noted and utilized in step #3. Unwinding is specifically
forbidden; however preventing unwinding does not require watchfulness as in Hoover
Technique since the higher force levels used forestall unwinding.
Directiveness
This is a highly directive technique throughout. In all steps, the therapist directs tissue
movement.
Tissue Engagement
Tissue engagement is made by the therapist in most phases of this method, however in
step #2, the clients tissue pulls the therapists hand in a particular direction.
Relationship to Effort Barriers
Effort barriers are not directly considered in this technique. Forces used vary from
moderate through end feel.

